Everyday Extraordinary.
CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE AND CORIAN® QUARTZ NEW AESTHETICS
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NEW AESTHETICS

Introducing
New Aesthetics
MAKING EVERYDAY EXTRAORDINARY IS THE AMBITION OF CORIAN® DESIGN,
WITH AESTHETICS THAT MOVE BEYOND MERE SURFACES, TO CREATE A SENSE
OF EXPERIENCE AND CAPTIVATING STYLE.

With the modern needs of residential and commercial spaces reconsidered and modified,
designs must appeal to the desire for beauty and the need for durability; qualities the new
Corian® Design introductions have in abundance.

“AESTHETICS THAT MOVE BEYOND MERE SURFACES
TO CREATE A SENSE OF PLACE, OF EXPERIENCE,
AND CAPTIVATING STYLE.”

IMAGE WORK IN PROGRESS

Corian® Design is world renowned for its portfolio of high quality and beautiful aesthetics.
The new looks of Corian® Solid Surface and Corian® Quartz embrace different design
styles as well as applications, and are as effortless and practical in the home as they are
dynamic and durable in commercial environments. Each new look has been crafted to
appeal to the wish for comfort, the need for strength, and the desire for style.
Perfect for creating healthy environments, Corian® Solid Surface and Corian® Quartz are
not just easy to clean, but can stand up to powerful cleaning agents in both residential
and commercial applications. In addition, their non-porous nature makes them
inherently hygienic. Also, with Corian® Solid Surface you have the unique ability to
create seamless masterpieces, which means dirt and bacteria have nowhere to hide. The
style and practicality are encompassed with industry leading low embodied carbon levels
that continue the goal of sustainably designed products that last. And should anything
ever happen to the surface, no worries, Corian® Solid Surface is repairable, indefinitely
extending the life of the material.

OPPOSITE: Corian® Solid Surface Carrara Crema.
COVER PAGE: A boutique hotel bar counter in Corian® Solid Surface (Artista Beige color).
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

Corian
Solid Surface
®

NEW LOOKS, COMBINED WITH THE POWERFUL QUALITIES OF CORIAN®
SOLID SURFACE, HAVE BEEN CREATED FOR DAZZLING OPTIONS. CARRARA,
ARTISTA AND SPARKLING GRANITA TAKE DESIGN IN UNIQUE NEW DIRECTIONS,
ENCOMPASSING HIGH PERFORMANCE AND HIGH-LEVEL BEAUTY.

Inspired by nature’s most revered stone, the Carrara collection offers classic, contemporary
style. Two veined options, cool gray CARRARA LINO and warm beige CARRARA CREMA,
embody modern relevance whether enhancing a residence or commercial setting. With
the intrinsic features of Corian® Solid Surface built in they appear regal and elegant in a
kitchen or bath, or powerful and strong in wellness or retail spaces.
The Artista range presents subtle, neutral colors and then adds energy with pronounced
veins coursing through the surface. Specially created designs in ivory ARTISTA CANVAS,
cool ARTISTA GRAY, warm ARTISTA BEIGE, and sultry ARTISTA DUST are designed to excel
in any space. Easy to maintain and hygienic, while hiding life’s little everyday mishaps,
the range is neutral enough to stand as a background, and stylish enough to each make
individual style statements.
Effervescent crispness is integral in SPARKLING GRANITA as it dances with translucent and
sparkling particles. The refreshing concept for simple white is perfect for healthcare, retail
and food service and it also adds an upbeat note to residential design.
Whether classically inspired, crafting complex designs, or adding fizzy freshness to simple
white, the new colors of Corian® Solid Surface are created with an eye for style and
ongoing function, and above all to make the Everyday Extraordinary!

A counter unit and backsplash in Corian® Solid Surface (Artista Gray color) features in a treatment room
of a specialty health clinic.
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

CARRARA
CREMA
A warm beige background is enhanced
with enticing monochromatic veins
that conjures classic stone in colors
that comfort.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A skylight-lit kitchen for a summer country home
features countertops in Corian® Solid Surface (Carrara
Crema color).
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

CARRARA
LINO
Beautiful gray veins course through the
cool white surface to create a perfect
interpretation of classically inspired
stone.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

Two lengthy tables in an office break area feature
tabletops in Corian® Solid Surface (Carrara Lino color).
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

ARTISTA
CANVAS
A comforting, warm ivory surface offers
a haven for swirling veins set amongst
scattered, light colored particles.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A sleek rectangular kitchen island with countertop in
Corian® Solid Surface (Artista Canvas color) is set within
a chic country retreat.
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

ARTISTA
GRAY
Enduring gray is freshened with the
intricate vein pattern within the
surface. Dark veins flow through midvalue gray for innovative appeal.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A double island setup with countertops and side panels
in Corian® Solid Surface (Artista Gray color) spotlights a
modernist kitchen space.
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

ARTISTA
BEIGE
Beige is enhanced with similar tones
and shades to create a complex look
that adds modernity to the warm
coloring of the surface.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A boutique hotel bar counter in Corian® Solid Surface
(Artista Beige color).
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

ARTISTA
DUST
Dark gray, monochrome elements swirl
within the dusky background creating
an aesthetic that resonates with
multiple design styles.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A contemporary bathroom interior features a vanity
with countertop and backsplash in Corian® Solid Surface
(Artista Dust color).
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

SPARKLING
GRANITA
Translucent and sparkling particles
create an effervescent effect in this
fresh white surface to convey energy
and visual depth.

144 x 30 inch
12mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A curved reception desk in Corian® Solid Surface
(Sparkling Granita color) highlights a nursing station.
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CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

CARRARA CREMA

CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

CARRARA LINO

CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE
AESTHETICS
The new colors of Corian® Solid Surface inspire individuals to tap into their
imagination and steer their creativity in new and bold directions.
From contemporary kitchen interiors, where the needs of families are front
and center, to inviting customer-centric spaces for healthcare, hospitality
and retail, the collection places design and hygiene and sustainability at the
heart of the conversation. Combined with the high-performance features
of each advanced surface, each new aesthetic offers the chance to rethink
modern living.

SPARKLING GRANITA

KEY FEATURES OF CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE

ARTISTA CANVAS

ARTISTA BEIGE
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SUSTAINABLE

HYGIENIC

REPAIRABLE

NON-POROUS

DESIGN FREEDOM

DURABLE

SEAMLESS

SOFT-WARM

ARTISTA GRAY

ARTISTA DUST

ABOVE: Corian® Solid Surface Artista Gray.
OPPOSITE: Corian® Solid Surface Artista Dust.
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

Corian
Quartz

®

THE NEW AESTHETICS OF CORIAN® QUARTZ ARE A DRAMATIC ADDITION.
CORIAN® QUARTZ HAS LOOKS FOR EVERYTHING FROM THE HOME KITCHEN,
TO THE RESTAURANT DINING ROOM, TO THE BOARD ROOM THAT MAKE THE
EVERYDAY EXTRAORDINARY.

The cement colors are inspired by rugged industrial style, but refined with subtle details
and a subtle matte finish. With a simplified palette of colors, light Neutral Cement and
dark gray Carbon Cement are ideal for retail and hospitality, as well as contemporary
residential interiors.
Warm tones are on-trend and are reflected in off-white and beige aesthetics. The aptly named
Beige Royale, with its subtle patterning, is a polished, style chameleon that can change from
formal to casual looks in an instant whether in commercial or residential environments. The
stunning, polished Alabaster Terrazzo celebrates the quirky energy of mid-century modern
design, with unique, light-catching translucent particles. It adds stylish whimsy to hospitality
and retail installations, as well as a family kitchen island.
Taking a bold stand, a new series of black and near-black looks arrive to make a statement
wherever they appear. Confident and strong, Tahitian Sand’s monochromatic particles
and Black Goldstone’s rich, gold-colored veining have polished surfaces that gleam
with presence. With threadlike white veins coursing through the designs, black Night
Soapstone and near-black Ironstone sport matte finishes that invoke a sense of quiet
strength and beauty. No matter the finish, the aesthetics are designed to lift black from a
classic color to an extraordinary presence, from office and retail, to bath and kitchen.
Two new Leathered designs have been created from the ever-popular Ashen Gray and Stratus
White. and are now part of the growing Leathered collection. With typical Corian® Quartz
durability, they stand exquisite on their own, and can be perfectly coordinated with their
glossy counterparts to play visually with the eye and entice the touch of the hand. No matter
the application or style, they add yet another dimension of style and possibility.

A penthouse apartment kitchen is accessorized with a rectangular island block in Corian® Quartz (Ironstone color).
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

ALABASTER
TERRAZZO
Varied, translucent particles create a
new mid-century inspired aesthetic
with neutral elements coming alive
within the surface.

130 x 65 inch
20 and 30 mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A center display cabinet with tabletop in Corian® Quartz
(Alabaster Terrazzo color) highlights an upscale retail
boutique.
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

BLACK
GOLDSTONE
Golden veins swirl through the black
surface of this aesthetic adding simple
elegance in addition to any design.

130 x 65 inch
20 and 30 mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

An industrial-inspired kitchen is set off by a central island
with countertop in Corian® Quartz (Black Goldstone
color).
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

IRONSTONE
Thin white veins and monochromatic
elements enhance the near-black color
of this new modern, matte aesthetic.

MATTE FINISH

130 x 65 inch
20 and 30 mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A contemporary tapas bar is decorated with a countertop
in Corian® Quartz (Ironstone color).
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

NEUTRAL
CEMENT
Industrial in inspiration, warm and
comfortable in execution, the light
beige color lifts the visual weight and
quiets the patterning within.

MATTE FINISH

126 x 63 inch
20 and 30 mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A wrap around kitchen island with eating bar is set off
with countertop in Corian® Quartz (Neutral Cement
color).
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

CARBON
CEMENT
A bold industrial statement,
the almost-black hue, with bold,
monochromatic movement, offers
a darker option for dramatic design.

MATTE FINISH

126 x 63 inch
20 and 30 mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

An urban bistro dining area is complemented by
a monolithic serving station in Corian® Quartz
(Carbon Cement color).
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

BEIGE
ROYALE
Warm and subtle, the patterning of
muted veins and particles creates a
surface that embraces multiple styles
and design possibilities.

120 x 63 inch
20 and 30 mm

PATTERN DETAIL VIEW - SCALE 1:1

A master bathroom is outfitted with a recessed double
vanity and a countertop and backsplash in Corian®
Quartz (Beige Royale color).
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CORIAN® QUARTZ

ALABASTER TERRAZZO

CORIAN® QUARTZ
AESTHETICS

BEIGE ROYALE

The new colors of Corian® Quartz engage the senses, soothe the psyche,
and satisfy the need for high-style design. From cement and terrazzo, to
stone inspirations, new leathered textures and matte finishes.

NEUTRAL CEMENT

MATTE FINISH

CARBON CEMENT

MATTE FINISH

The new stylings, of course, encompass the inherent qualities of Corian®
Quartz. Its non-porous nature creates superb hygienic surfaces that need
no sealing and stop stains from settling into the surface, making all of the
aesthetics not only stain resistant, but easy to clean. Corian® Quartz is
highly durable and survives the impact of nicks and cuts of daily use.
Modern looks, classic styles, soft and bold neutrals all emerge at the perfect
time to make each designed space unique and memorable, and to make the
Everyday Extraordinary.

IRONSTONE

MATTE FINISH

NIGHT SOAPSTONE

MATTE FINISH

KEY FEATURES OF CORIAN® QUARTZ

HYGIENIC

TAHITIAN SAND

BLACK GOLDSTONE

ASHEN GRAY LEATHERED

STRATUS WHITE LEATHERED
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DURABLE

NON-POROUS

HEAT-RESISTANT
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For Every Space
in the Home
FOR DECADES, CORIAN® QUARTZ AND CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE HAVE
PROVIDED THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR EVERY SPACE IN THE HOME.
VISUAL BEAUTY AND DURABILITY, DAILY FUNCTIONALITY AND DESIGN
VERSATILITY, CLEANABILITY AND HYGIENE ARE ALL BUILT INTO ITS
VERY NATURE.
Corian® Quartz is perfect for a range of kitchen styles, from high tech to traditional, from
minimalist to warm and cozy. Offering extraordinary design flexibility in a wide range of
vibrant colors, it is ideal for countertops, backsplashes and integrated sinks, and many
other applications. Virtually seamless to the eye and touch, Corian® Solid Surface can
become the main attraction in any bathroom. Versatile good looks mean that you can
create striking design schemes in the color of your choice for wall cladding, shower trays,
vanity tops and bowls. Durable, non-porous, and easy to clean, Corian® Solid Surface
offers low-maintenance elegance.

CORIAN® DESIGN SURFACES ARE:

• Durable, easy to clean, maintain, and easy to fix if scratched;
• Entirely stain resistant;
• Offer a wide selection of colors and patterns that maintain a consistent
look at single or multiple business locations.

DURABLE

HYGIENIC

NON-POROUS

SOFT-WARM

OPPOSITE: A spacious contemporary kitchen is highlighted by a prep island and stovetop wall unit with backsplash in
Corian® Quartz (Carbon Cement color).
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The Future
Look of
Healthcare
Today
CORIAN® DESIGN MATERIALS PROVIDE A TRULY OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF
RESISTANCE AND VERSATILITY FOR HEALTHCARE, WELLNESS SPACES, AND
OTHER HYGIENE-CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTS.

In addition to infection prevention, the new colors offer a calming aesthetic benefit
as well. Whether as a non-porous and functionally seamless bedside or workstation
installation, scrub room or operating theater applications, or colorful additions in a
children’s ward, Corian® Solid Surface enhances overall design and state of mind.

CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE:

• Does not support microbial growth, non-toxic and non-allergenic;
• Easy to control reflectivity and/or glare and provide excellent sound
absorption/acoustics;
• Are easy to maintain, clean and repair.

HYGIENIC

REPAIRABLE

NON-POROUS

DURABLE

A reception desk for a hospital ward features counter and side panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Artista Beige color).
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Unmatched
Ambience for
Hospitality
THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR IS UNDOUBTEDLY ENHANCED BY AN AESTHETICALLY
PLEASING ENVIRONMENT. AFTER ALL, FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE EVERYTHING.

Leisure and service interiors present particular challenges - senses and tastes must be
enticed by stunning beauty, cleanliness and style, while functionality calls for order,
cleanliness, and wear resistance under constant use. Both Corian® Solid Surface and
Corian® Quartz meet this combination of demands.

CORIAN® DESIGN SURFACES ARE:

• Durable, easy to clean, maintain, and easy to fix if scratched;
• Entirely stain resistant;
• Offer a wide selection of colors and patterns that maintain a consistent
look at single or multiple business locations.

DURABLE

HYGIENIC

NON-POROUS

SOFT-WARM

A boutique hotel reception desk is accessorized with a countertop in Corian® Quartz (Neutral Cement color).
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Crafting
Profound Food
Service Design
OUR NEW CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE AND CORIAN® QUARTZ COLORS ARE ADEPT
AT APPEALING TO ALL APPETITES. THEY STIMULATE SENSES AND PROMOTE
COMFORT WHEN SURROUNDED WITH LIBATIONS AND CUISINE.

Capable of creating fluent, seamless, and monolithic installations, the talents of these
surfaces cater to multiple aspects of food service design. These surfaces are known for their
non-porous qualities, integrity of performance and the ability to conform to almost any
design vision.

CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE AND QUARTZ ARE:

•
•
•
•
•

NSF/ANSI Standard 51 Certified for food contact;
Non-toxic, non-allergenic and do not support microbial growth;
Durable, easy to clean, maintain, and renew;
Stain resistant;
Certified Kosher.

HYGIENIC

DURABLE

NON-POROUS

An angled counter at a gourmet food shop is accessorized with display surface and side panels in Corian® Solid Surface
(Carrara Crema color).
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Not sure which color to choose?
Visualize your space with our new augmented reality app, Corian® Design Visualizer.

CORIAN® DESIGN, A DIVISION OF THE DUPONT COMPANY, IS A GLOBAL
ORGANIZATION WHICH CREATES, MANUFACTURES AND MARKETS
ADVANCED MATERIALS, PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS FOR INTERIOR DESIGN
AND ARCHITECTURE, ORIGINATING FROM A FOUNDATION OF WORLD-CLASS
TECHNOLOGIES AND EXPERTISE.
MARKETED UNDER THE CORIAN® BRAND AND THE MAKE YOUR SPACE™ TAGLINE,
ITS MATERIALS, PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS MEET THE MOST DEMANDING
REQUIREMENTS IN TERMS OF BEAUTY, FUNCTIONALITY AND DURABILITY.
THE CORIAN® DESIGN GLOBAL PORTFOLIO IS CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVING
AND IT CURRENTLY INCLUDES CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE, CORIAN® QUARTZ AND
CORIAN® ENDURA™.

Corian® and the Corian® logo system are registered trademarks of affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc. Copyright© 2021 of affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc., all rights reserved.
Apple®, Apple® logo, App Store® and the App Store® logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

Printed representation of colors may vary from actual samples. Please view actual sample before purchasing.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DuPont) is a solid surfaces, quartz surfaces and high performance porcelain manufacturer that inspires creative design. DuPont is not in the business of
architecture, engineering, or performing installations. This information corresponds to our current knowledge on the subject. The images (photos and/or computer generated images) included
in this publication intend to be simply a source of inspiration in terms of style, trends, colors, color combinations. It is offered solely to provide possible suggestions for your own determinations.
It is not intended, however, to substitute for any testing you may need to conduct to determine for yourself the suitability of our products for your particular purposes. This information may be
subject to revision as new knowledge and experience becomes available. DuPont makes no warranties and conditions of any kind and assumes no liability whatsoever in connection with any use
of this information. Nothing in this publication is to be considered as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patent, trademark or copyright.
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To learn more about Corian® Design:
corian.com
Linkedin.com/company/corian-design

Facebook.com/CorianDesign

Instagram.com/CorianDesign

